While deep learning (DL)-based networked systems have shown great potential in various applications, a key drawback is that Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in DL are blackboxes and nontransparent for network operators. The lack of interpretability makes DL-based networked systems challenging to operate and troubleshoot, which further prevents DL-based networked systems from deploying in practice. In this paper, we propose TranSys, a novel framework to explain DL-based networked systems for practical deployment. TranSys categorizes current DL-based networked systems and introduces different explanation methods based on decision tree and hypergraph to effectively explain DL-based networked systems. TranSys can explain the DNN policies in the form of decision trees and highlight critical components based on analysis over hypergraph. We evaluate Tran-Sys over several typical DL-based networked systems and demonstrate that TranSys can provide human-readable explanations for network operators. We also present three use cases of TranSys, which could (i) help network operators troubleshoot DL-based networked systems, (ii) improve the decision latency and resource consumption of DL-based networked systems by ∼10× on different metrics, and (iii) provide suggestions on daily operations for network operators when incidences occur.
Introduction
Machine learning, especially deep learning, has emerged as a general and powerful approach to many complex optimization problems. In the networking community, many recent studies have adopted deep learning (DL)-based approaches for video streaming [53, 76] , local traffic control [18, 40] , parallel job scheduling [45, 54, 55] , and network optimization [64, 75] . Among all machine learning methods, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have strong prediction ability and standardized optimization procedure [58] , and have been accordingly adopted to improve the performance of networked systems [18, 53, 54] compared to human-crafted heuristics.
However, the promising performance of DNNs also comes with significant challenges. Since DNNs can easily have thousands or even millions of neurons, understanding the decision logic of DNNs is difficult. Network operators have to consider those DNNs as large blackboxes. This could result in severe issues in system troubleshooting, lightweight deployment, and daily operation: (i) when DL-based networked systems make sub-optimal decisions, network operators have no clue on how to fix the problem; (ii) when systems are going to be deployed onto network devices, the resource consumption and decision latency are much worse than those of heuristics; and (iii) when operators want to perform additional manual operation actions (e.g., rerouting when congestion occurs), they have to retrain the learned model or test the actions in practice, which usually takes considerable time and expenses. The drawbacks above result in a general fear against DNNs for network operators [26, 81] and prevent DNNs from deployment in the real world.
Fortunately, the machine learning community has been recently active on proposing interpretable learning methods, including (super)linear functions [48, 61] , decision trees [12] , finite state machines (FSMs) [44] , etc. However, many methods are pinned at specific scenarios and have their performance issues. For example, the recently proposed FSM-based method has drastic performance loss even when scaled to simple Atari games such as Breakout 1 [44] . For heterogeneous and sophisticated networked systems, which sometimes take much more states and high-order structural information (e.g., network topology) as input, introducing a general framework to provide explanations is challenging.
To make the best use of a wealth of these approaches, we categorize the networked systems into two main groups. First, many networked systems do not have a global view of the network and make decisions only based on their local observations. We categorize them into local control systems (LCSes). For example, Pensieve [53] adjusts the bitrate of video streaming based on the estimated throughput and buffer occupancy on end devices. Since the information that could be collected by LCSes are usually not very much, the state space of those LCSes will not be huge. The small state space enables us to convert the DNNs in LCSes into simpler models based on current approaches with negligible performance loss. Second, for those networked systems that have a global view of the overall situations, most of them take the graph-based information (e.g., topology) as input. We categorize them into global control systems (GCSes). The wide adoption of the graph is mainly because the network itself is a graph. For example, a traffic optimizer on the control plane takes the topology and all the data plane devices as input and optimizes performance goals such as flow completion time [64] . The graph essence of GCSes enables us to unify them and provide explanations with designs over graphs.
Thus, we propose TranSys 2 , a novel framework to explain DL-based networked systems for practical deployment. As shown in Figure 1 , we first categorize current networked systems into LCSes and GCSes based on their observation horizons [ §3] . For LCSes, we convert DNNs into decision trees to make their internal decision process interpretable. We choose decision tree as the target model with the intuition that the structure of decision tree is similar to the decision logic of networked systems [ §4.1]. We adopt a reinforcement learning verification method [12] to reduce the performance loss during the conversion. For GCSes, we propose a unified mathematical model based on hypergraph, which could be applied to many GCSes. We then explain the results generated from hypergraphs by finding the critical components that have significant influences on the outputs. With Tran-Sys, network operators could enjoy the performance benefit brought by DL and also have an interpretable decision process. TranSys could further bring several benefits from deployment to operation [ §7]. Results highlights. We apply TranSys over several DL- 2 TranSys stands for transparent networked systems. AuTO [18] GCS Cluster job scheduling Decima [54] Global network optimization RouteNet [64] Network function placement NFVdeep [75] based networked systems and explain how they make decisions. For example, we explain the policy of a DL-based adaptive bitrate (ABR) system [53] and find a new important decision variable. We also explain a DL-based traffic optimizer and find out the significant components (e.g., critical branches) that affect the results. Furthermore, we present three use cases of TranSys on current DL-based networked systems. (i) We troubleshoot the DNN in the DLbased ABR system and improve the average quality of experience (QoE) by up to 3% over DNN policies with only decision trees [ §7.1]. (ii) With decision trees generated by TranSys, we lightweightify two DL-based networked systems and achieve shorter decision-making latency (by 27× on average) and lower resource consumption (by up to 156×) [ §7.2]. (iii) We also provide an efficient way to compare the latency of several paths in traffic optimization based on the explanations provided by TranSys [ §7.3].
Contributions. We make the following contributions:
• We propose TranSys, a novel framework to explain DLbased networked systems, and its two-part designs for LCSes and GCSes, respectively [ §3]. • For LCSes, we explain their behaviors by faithfully converting their DNNs into decision trees to clearly understand their internal decision logic [ §4]. • For GCSes, we propose a unified hypergraph model for networked systems and a novel explanation method by finding critical elements in hypergraphs [ §5]. • Evaluation with three DL-based networked systems shows that TranSys could provide human-readable explanations [ §6]. We also present multiple use cases from troubleshooting to lightweight deployment [ §7].
To the best of our knowledge, TranSys is the first framework to enable the explanation of diverse DL-based networked systems with respect to practical deployment. Tran-Sys is available at https://transys.io. We believe that TranSys will accelerate the deployment of DL-based networked systems in practice.
Background and Motivations

DL-based Networked Systems
We first categorize current DL-based networked systems into local control systems (LCSes) and global control systems (GCSes) based on their observation horizon. We present several examples in both categories in Table 1 .
LCSes are networked systems that make decisions based on their local (or end) information. For example, the congestion control agent adjusts the congestion window based on its local network observations from the end device (e.g., roundtrip time or packet drop) [40] . Adaptive video streaming algorithms select the optimal bitrate to download according to the buffer occupancy and bandwidth prediction [53] .
GCSes have the global information (e.g., from the view of the control plane) and take both the observations from each node and also the structural graph information as input. For example, a Software Defined Networking (SDN) network optimizer makes routing decisions based on the observations from all data plane switches and also the network topology [64] . A cluster job scheduler in Spark takes those graph-based jobs as input and decides how to allocate the resources to jobs [54] . Since GCSes need to process the structural graph information (e.g., network topology) of networked systems [ §5], most GCSes employ the design of Graph Neural Network (GNN) [74] . GNN is an embedding method to capture the dependencies between the nodes of graphs. Appendix A.1 provides a brief primer on GNN.
Meanwhile, networked systems have a similar essence to the sequential decision-making process. For networked systems, the decision agent continuously collects network measurement statistics and makes decisions on flow scheduling, video bitrate selection, etc., with their specific optimization goals. Moreover, the decisions made at the current step will also affect the future observations of the agent, which makes the adoption of machine learning challenging.
Motivations
Although DNNs improves the performance of networked systems, their blackbox property leads to several drawbacks for network operators, which motivate the design of TranSys.
(i) Difficult to troubleshoot. DNNs could contain thousands or even millions of neurons. When the DL-based networked systems fail to achieve the expected performance, network operators will have difficulty in locating the erroneous component due to the complexity of DNN. Moreover, different from other machine learning applications, problems in networked systems usually have easily adjustable solutions. For example, we could adjust the weights for different jobs in fair scheduling to catch up with the variations in workloads [54] . Nonetheless, troubleshooting networked systems has already been challenging for network operators for decades. Introducing DNNs will make the matter worse.
(ii) Too heavyweight to deploy. DNNs are known to have high resource consumption and long decision latency [20] . In contrast, networked systems usually require ultra-low latency and resource consumption to ensure high processing performance. These requirements are especially important for LCSes since they are deployed on end devices (e.g., mobile phones) or in-network devices (e.g., switches), which [25, 36] (adopted from [28] are usually resource-limited and latency-sensitive [39] . For example, initializing a DNN-based ABR algorithm on clients increases the page load time by ∼10 seconds [ §7.2.2], which will make users leave the page [27] .
(iii) Difficult to operate. Although the internal structure of DNN is known to network operators, due to the high complexity of DNN, it is hard to understand how DNNs make decisions. The lack of causality will bring difficulties to network operators when they need to operate, upgrade, or predict the networked systems. For example, when the endto-end latency of a certain path suddenly increases, without explanations of decisions, network operators might not know which paths should be rerouted among many candidate paths (e.g., in a fat-tree topology).
Note that the application of DNNs in DL-based networked systems is still at a preliminary stage: Pensieve (designed in 2017) has only one hidden layer, and AuTO (designed in 2018) has less than ten hidden layers. As a comparison, to make neural networks easier to train [24] , a sharp increase of the number of neural network layers (hundreds or thousands of layers [36] ) has been observed in other communities (Figure 2 ). Although we are not saying that the deeper is the better, it is indisputable that deeper neural networks will further aggravate the problem.
In conclusion, although DL-based networked systems have impressive performance improvements, without addressing the drawbacks above, it would be hard to deploy the DL-based systems in practice. This motivates us to explain and then practicalize DL-based networked systems.
Design Overview
The workflow of TranSys is presented in Figure 3 . As introduced in §1, TranSys first categorizes DL-based networked systems into LCSes and GCSes, and explains them with different methods. There are two observations behind the adoption of two different explanation methods over two categories of systems: (i) For LCSes, due to their simplicity, we could convert the DNNs into simpler models without the loss of performance; (ii) For GCSes, even if they are more complicated, the graph-based essence of them enables us to provide targeted explanations with analysis over graphs. We further discuss our adoption of two explanation methods and their differences in §8. For LCSes, their decision spaces are usually smaller than those of GCSes. Since the information from a single point is usually limited (Pensieve only has 25 states [53] ), the internal decision logic are usually not very complex. For example, Pensieve [53] and AuTO [18] use less than ten hidden layers to outperform carefully designed heuristics [18, 53] . The samll decision space enables us to explain the behaviors of policies in LCSes as a whole. Thus, we explain LCSes by converting DNNs into simpler models. In this paper, Tran-Sys chooses decision tree as the target model due to its strong expressivity and similarity towards network policies [ §4.1]. Moreover, the actions in networked systems usually have dependency over each other, while decision tree training requires inputs to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Thus, directly training decision tree from DNNs is impractical. We introduce an imitation learning-based resampling and training method in §4.2.
For GCSes, their decision-making complexity comes from two aspects. First, since GCSes have access to global information, the amount of information to process is much larger (e.g., tens or hundreds of nodes in Spark scheduling [18] , hundreds of switches in a topology [64] ). Second, GCSes usually need to take the graph structure as input, as presented in Figure 4 , which is known difficult to be efficiently processed. Thus, the decision logic of GCSes is more challenging to explain when they are further coupled with DNNs. Our intuition here is that we could explain GCSes by finding their common features and unifying them into the same model. Thus, we propose hypergraph-based modeling. We find that most GCSes could be modeled with hypergraphs due to the graph-based essence of networked systems, which enables us to explain their internal behaviors specifically with hypergraph-based techniques. We introduce the modeling and explanation methods for GCSes in §5.
With the help of the above methods, we can address the drawbacks in §2.2. If the decision-making process of DL-based networked systems is interpretable, network operators can understand how each decision is made. When a system fails to achieve the expected performance, operators could troubleshoot the system by analyzing the explanations on why it makes such a decision. Besides, network operators could perform daily operations with the help of suggestions from explanations. Furthermore, TranSys converts DNNs of LCSes into lightweight decision trees, which could reduce the resource consumption and decision latency of LCSes.
Local Control Systems
We first analyze the reasons why we select decision trees as the conversion target [ §4.1], and then introduce the methodology to convert the DNNs in LCSes to decision trees [ §4.2].
Design Choice: Decision Tree
As introduced in §1, TranSys converts DNNs into transparent models based on interpretation methods. There are many candidate models such as (super)linear regression [34, 61] , decision trees [12] , and FSMs [44] , etc. We refer the readers to [5] for a comprehensive understanding.
In this paper, among all candidate models, we decide to convert DNNs to decision trees due to three reasons. First, the logic structure of decision trees resembles the policies made by networked systems, which are usually logical combinations of several judgments. For example, bitrate selection of ABR algorithms depends on a comprehensive analysis over current buffer occupancy, last bitrate selection, and predicted throughput [53, 69, 77] . Second, decision trees have rich expressiveness and high faithfulness because they are non-parametric and can represent very complex policies [15] . We demonstrate the performance of decision trees during conversion compared to other methods [34, 61] in Appendix C.1. Third, decision trees are lightweight for networked systems, which will bring further benefits on resource consumption and decision latency [ §7.2]. There are also promising research efforts that interpret deep RL with symbolic programming [49] or program search [73] . However, both of them need expert knowledge to be integrated and are domain-specific thus not taken in TranSys.
With explanations of LCSes in the form of decision trees, we can explain the results since the decision-making process is transparent now [ §6.2]. Furthermore, we could also troubleshoot problems of DNN models when DNN models generate sub-optimal decisions [ §7.1]. Moreover, since decision trees are much smaller in size, less expensive on computation, we could also deploy the decision trees online instead of DNN models. This will result in low decision-making latency and resource consumption [ §7.2].
Conversion Methodology
Reinforcement Learning (RL) Assumption. Most DLbased LCSes adopt RL as their decision model [18, 40, 53] . The reason behind the wide adoption of RL in networked systems is the essence of the sequential decision-making process of networked systems. RL caters the need of LCSes and optimizes the overall policy instead of a single action. We provide a primer of RL in Appendix A.2. To convert the DNN models of LCSes more faithfully, we build TranSys atop RL. We also discuss the scenario when LCS is not RLbased at the end of this section.
Specifically, we adopt an imitation-learning-based method designed for the verification of deep RL [12] , which also extracts decision trees from DNNs in RL. We apply it in networked systems and reproduce key steps of the conversion for network operators as follows:
Step 1: Training and traces collecting. When network operators want to deploy a DL-based LCS into their environment, they first need to train that LCS online or in simulation environments [18, 53] . TranSys follows this procedure and collects the (state, action, reward) tuples into dataset D when the training process finishes.
Step 2: Resampling. Decision tree algorithms are designed in the scope of supervised learning, which usually requires the inputs of algorithms to be i.i.d. However, the tuples in D have dependencies on each other. Moreover, as RL optimizes the future accumulated reward of a policy while supervised learning optimizes the accuracy of a single action, their loss functions do not match. We need to resample D to make it suitable for decision tree training. We resample each tuple (s, a) with the ratio of two loss functions:
where p(s, a) is the resampling probability for tuple (s, a), which might be equally scaled due to normalization. V (s) and Q(s, a) are the value function and Q-function of RL [71] . Value function represents the expected total reward starting at state s and following the policy π while Q-function further specifies the next step action a, which are introduced in Appendix A.2 in detail. π * is the DNN policy and A is the action space. sign(x) is the indicator function, which equals to 1 if and only if x is true.
Step 3: Conversion. We then train decision trees in two stages. In the first stage, we follow [12] and train the student with the resampled dataset. Our subtlety is in the second stage. As the size of the decision tree is sometimes much larger than network operators can understand, we adopt cost complexity pruning (CCP) [29] to reduce the number of leaf nodes according to the requirements from network operators. Compared with other pruning methods, CCP usually achieves a much smaller decision tree with similar error rate [56] . Smaller decision trees are easier to understand for (a) Graph. network operators. In detail, CCP penalizes the cost with the complexity of decision tree and prunes subtrees to balance between the accuracy and complexity. Moreover, for the continuous outputs in networked systems (e.g., queue thresholds [18] ), we employ the design of regression tree to generate real value outputs [72] .
Step 4: Deployment. Finally, network operators could deploy the converted model online and enjoy both the performance improvement brought by deep RL and the transparency provided by the converted model.
From our experiments, decision trees with hundreds of leaf nodes can faithfully represent the original DNN-based policies [ §6.2]. Moreover, if the DL-based LCS does not adopt RL but supervised/unsupervised learning instead, TranSys will skip Step 2 and directly generate the decision tree with the collected traces D. This is because models in both cases are trained with single actions, which means that tuples do not have dependency on each other. Furthermore, besides the decision tree algorithm we adopted as above, there are also promising research efforts that verify deep RL with, e.g., programming languages [73, 82] . However, they usually need specific expert knowledge and human efforts to pre-define some primitives and are difficult to be generalized. We leave them as our future work.
Global Control Systems
We first briefly introduce hypergraph and hypergraph neural network (HGNN) [ §5.1], then present several applications on how to model networked systems with hypergraphs [ §5.2], and finally introduce our explanation methods to find significant elements in hypergraphs [ §5.3].
Hypergraph Primer
As introduced in §3, hypergraph is the mathematical foundation of global control systems in TranSys. Now we present the hypergraph-based model in detail.
Hypergraph. A hypergraph G is specified as follows:
where V and E denote the set of vertices and hyperedges. Incidence matrix I |V |×|E | is a 0-1 matrix to represent the connection relationship between vertices and hyperedges. I ve = 1 indicates hyperedge e contains vertex v. We denote V (e i ) as the set of all vertices connected to hyperedge e i and E(v i ) as the set of all edges connected to vertices v i . We also have F V and F E as the features of vertices and hyperedges.
As presented in Figure 5 (a), in a simple graph, one edge can only connect two vertices. In a hypergraph, hyperedges can connect more than two vertices, as shown in Figure 5 (b). In this way, hypergraphs can represent more complicated scenarios, which is quite essential for the high-order information in GCSes (later presented in Table 2 ). To clearly illustrate the connections between vertices and hyperedges, hypergraphs could also be expressed as bipartites 3 , as shown in Figure 5 (c).
Hypergraph Neural Network (HGNN). Base on the introduction of hypergraph, we extend GNN to HGNN. The difference between HGNN and GNN is that HGNN has twoway message passing. In a GNN, messages are passed between vertices: Each vertex has the information of all its neighbor vertices. In contrast, in an HGNN, messages are passed between hyperedges and vertices. Each vertex has the information of all connected hyperedges and vice versa:
where M v i and M e i are the embedded messages of vertex v i and hyperedge e i respectively, which are usually initialized as F v i and F e i [Appendix A.1]. f and g are transition functions, which are usually represented with DNNs.
Model Applications
We present the summary of hypergraph representations of several typical scenarios in Table 2 . Among them, we introduce the details of an SDN-based global traffic optimizer in Section 5.2.1 and other applications in Appendix B.
Global Traffic Optimization Model
SDN controller can collect the information from all data plane switches. In this case, a global traffic optimizer analyzes the traffic demands for each src-dst pair and generates the routing paths for all src-dst traffic demands based on the topology structure and link capacity [7, 64] . With the physical topology as a simple graph, compared to vertices (switches) and edges (links), paths are high-order 3 A bipartite is a graph whose vertices are two disjoint sets [2] . information and are difficult to be efficiently expressed. Previous research efforts try to represent the paths with integer programming [23] , which is hard to be efficiently optimized. RouteNet [64] designs a special GNN to optimize the routes, which is a special case of our HGNN-based model. We consider the paths as hyperedges, physical links as vertices, and transfer the problem into a hypergraph model. We embed the queuing delay on switches to a part of link latency in the hypergraph model. An illustration of hypergraph mapping results is shown in Figure 6 . Links (1,2,· · · ,8) are modeled as vertices, and paths (2→5→6, 1→3→6→8) are modeled as hyperedges in the hypergraph. Vertex features F V could be the link capacity. Hyperedge features F E could be the traffic demands for each transmission pair. The traffic optimizer will then continuously select the best routing paths for each src-dst traffic demand pair according to the varying traffic demand.
Hypergraph Explanations
Since different vertex-hyperedge connections contribute differently to model outputs, our design goal is to find a set of significant connections that have maximal influences on the results. Thus, we maximize the similarity between the results Y W generated with those significant connections and results Y from the original hypergraph. To efficiently search for significant connections, we allow a fractional incidence matrix W ∈ [0, 1] |V |×|E | as a mask, which satisfies:
Mask matrix W represents the significance of each connection contributing to the output in the hypergraph. A higher mask value W ve indicates that the connection between vertex v and hyperedge e is more significant to the output. A good mask W should have the following properties:
Faithful. The results generated by the mask should be as faithful as possible to the original results. The faithfulness requirement is to ensure that the connections found by W are the critical components to the output. To measure the similarity between outputs generated from I and W , we adopt Kullback-Leibler divergence [46] as the metric for discrete outputs and mean square error for continuous outputs.
Small. The number of significant connections should also be small enough to be understandable for network operators. If the algorithm provides too many "significant" connections, network operators will be confused and cannot easily explain the networked systems. Thus, we also need to optimize the scale of mask W .
Confident. Moreover, we also expect the results of W to be confident. For each connection (v, e), it is either seriously suppressed (W ve close to 0) or almost unaffected (W ve close to 1). In this paper, TranSys optimizes the entropy of mask W to encourage the connections in W to be close to 1 or 0.
However, some of the design goals above may conflict with each other. For example, less significant connections may leave out some important information of the original hypergraph, which leads to a different output from the original one. Thus we design a loss function to balance the three optimization goals above:
where
Among them, D(W, I) is the KL-divergence, ||W || is the scale of the matrix, and H(W ) is the entropy of W . λ 1 and λ 2 are two hyperparameters to balance the optimization goals above. Network operators can adjust the weights of different parts of the optimization objective according to their needs. Thus the optimization problem can be formally written as:
To efficiently train and obtain the optimized mask W , we need to adopt training methods such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD). As a basic algorithm in the machine learning community, SGD has achieved numerous successful applications in different models [83] . However, since W is bounded in [0, 1] but not the whole real space R |V |×|E| , SGD is not directly applicable. In response, we introduce a small trick to generate W . We construct a real matrix W ∈ R |V |×|E| and get mask W by the following equation:
• means element-wise multiplication and sigmoid function is applied to each element separately. As there is no constraint on W , we can use SGD algorithm to optimize W directly.
In this way, we can obtain the mask value for each connection in a hypergraph. The mask value represents how significant the connection contributes to the output. We present the meaning and use cases of the mask values in §6.3 and §7.3 based on the SDN traffic optimization scenario.
Implementation and Evaluation
We first introduce implementation details of TranSys and three DL-based networked systems [ §6.1]. We then present the explanations of two LCSes [ §6.2] and one GCS [ §6. 3] with TranSys. We leave the use cases of TranSys to §7.
Implementation Details
We implement two LCSes, Pensieve [53] and AuTO [18] , and one GCS, RouteNet* [64] , in our experiments. We apply TranSys over them respectively.
Pensieve Implementation
In current Internet video transmissions, each video consists of multiple chunks (a few seconds of playtime) and each chunk is encoded at multiple bitrates [70] . Client-side video players employ ABR algorithms to optimize the QoE of users against the bandwidth heterogeneity and spatiotemporal variations [53, 76] . Pensieve is a deep RL-based ABR system to optimize bitrates with network observations such as past chunk throughput, buffer occupancy.
We use the same video in Pensieve unless other specified: a sample video with a total length of 193 seconds. The chunk size, bitrates of the video are respectively set to 4 seconds and {300, 750, 1200, 1850, 2850, 4300} kbps. Real-world network traces include 250 HSDPA traces [63] and 205 FCC traces [22] . We set up the same environment with Pensieve. We integrate DNNs into JavaScript with tf.js [67] to run Pensieve in the browser.
We use linear QoE as our optimization objective:
At the n th chunk among N chunks, R n and T n represent the bitrate and rebuffer time. Three terms in Equation 12 refer to video quality, rebuffer penalty, and smoothness penalty.
Results for other types of QoE are similar. In all our experiments, we use the finetuned model provided by [53] . We then implement TranSys-over-Pensieve (ToP). We implement the decision tree training with scikit-learn [60] and modify it to support the Cost Complexity Pruning. We train decision trees on one server equipped with an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU (6 physical cores) and an Nvidia Titan Xp GPU. We set the number of samples after resampling to 200k and randomly divide them to the training set (80%) and test set (20%). We set the number of leaf nodes to 200 based on several experiences. We further discuss the setting of leaf nodes in Appendix C.2.
We also use five baselines (BB [38] , RB [53] , FES-TIVE [41] , BOLA [69] , rMPC [77] ) developed in recent years and migrate them into dash.js client [1] based on the implementations of baselines provided by [53] .
AuTO Implementation
AuTO is a scalable flow scheduling system to optimize FCT based on deep RL. Limited by the long decision latency of DNN, AuTO can only optimize long flows individually with long-flow RL agent (lRLA). For short flows, AuTO makes decisions locally with multi-level feedback queue [11] and optimizes the queue thresholds with short-flow RL agent (sRLA). lRLA takes {5-tuples, priorities} of active long flows, and {5-tuples, FCTs, flow sizes} of finished long flows as states and decides the {priority, rate limit, routing path} for each active long flow. sRLA observes {5-tuples, FCTs, flow sizes} of finished short flows and outputs the queue thresholds.
We use the same 16-server one-switch topology and traces evaluated in AuTO: a web search (WB) [33] trace and a data mining (DM) [8] trace. We train the DNNs for 8 hours following the instructions in [18] . We use two H3C-S6300 48port switches. All other configurations (e.g., link capacity, link load, DNN structure) are set the same with AuTO. We then evaluate TranSys-over-AuTO (ToA). For two DNNs in AuTO (lRLA and sRLA), we set the number of leaf nodes to 2000. This is because the state spaces of lRLA (143 states) and sRLA (700 states) are much larger than that of ToP (25 states). Moreover, the robustness of this parameter will also be demonstrated in Appendix C.2.
RouteNet* Implementation
RouteNet is a centralized traffic optimization system in the SDN scenario [64] . RouteNet collects the underlying physical topology and the traffic demand matrix as input and predicts end-to-end latency on each path (src-dst pair) to provide information for routing decisions. To deal with the interaction between links and paths, RouteNet adopts GNN to generate predictions and redesigns the training methods for routing paths, which could be formulated with hypergraphs in TranSys as introduced in §5.2.1.
We adopt the same GNN architecture as RouteNet [64] <0.975 and refactor it with the hypergraph model of TranSys. We retrain the model on a dataset composed of different traffic patterns, routing schemes, and corresponding end-to-end delay. The dataset is generated by OMNET++ simulations on a well-known backbone topology NSFNet [4] and provided by RouteNet. The topology is presented in Figure 7 . We adopt the close-loop routing system RuoteNet*, which concatenates path latency predictions with routing decisions. We then apply the hypergraph-based explanation method of TranSys over RouteNet*. We set λ 1 = λ 2 = 0.25 according to several empirical experiments. Network operators can adjust the hyperparameters according to their preferences. We also discuss the sensitivity of these two hyperparameters in Appendix D. We optimize the mask matrix with SGD as introduced in §5.3.
Explaining LCS
We evaluate the performance of TranSys over LCSes by qualitatively explaining the new policies learned by DNNs and quantitatively measuring the performance loss between the decision tree and the original DNN. Both evaluation results demonstrate that TranSys could verify human's knowledge, unveil some undiscovered insights, and faithfully convert the DNNs with <2% performance loss.
Policy analysis. We first explain the behaviors of Pensieve. We present a part of the decision trees extracted from Pensieve, BB, and RB in Figure 8 . As shown in Figure 8 (a) and 8(b), the results of current heuristic methods are dominant either by the last buffer occupancy or by the throughput from last several chunks. This is quite different from the policies learned by Pensieve. As shown in Figure 8(c) , at the root node, Pensieve first classifies the states based on their last bitrate. Further policies are then generated for each branch (omitted). Thus, by converting DNNs in Pensieve into decision trees, we observe a new decision variable in ABR algorithm design: the information contained in the last bitrate may be more than we thought. This observation provides a different way to design heuristic ABR algorithms: Performance faithfulness. We further show that the application-level performance of TranSys-based systems is faithful to the original systems for both Pensieve and AuTO. As shown in Figure 9 (a), the differences in average QoE between the decision tree generated by TranSys (ToP) and Pensieve on two traces are less than 1%. Furthermore, we also measure the performance ratio of the decision tree generated from AuTO (ToA). As shown in Figure 9 (b), ToA has a performance loss within 2% compared to AuTO. The performance loss of both systems is much less than the gain of introducing machine learning (Pensieve by 14%, AuTO by up to 48%). TranSys have comparable performance to DNNs with decision trees only. We also implement two regressionbased target models (linear regression [61] and mixed regression [34] ) and compare their performance against TranSys in Appendix C.1. Decision tree outperforms the other two target models, which confirms our design choice in §4.1.
Sensitivity and overhead. We demonstrate in Appendix C.2 that TranSys is robust to a wide range of hyperparameters (number of leaf nodes in this case): TranSys performs well in a wide range from 200 to 5000 leaf nodes. Thus, network operators do not need to carefully finetune TranSys. Our evaluation results also show that translating finetuned DNNs into decision trees needs negligible offline computation time of less than one minute, which is much less than the training time of DNN models [Appendix C.3].
Explaining GCS
Explaining how the DL-based routing system makes decisions will make the system more trustworthy for network operators. We first present several examples to explain the behaviors of RouteNet* by analyzing the mask values generated by TranSys and then show the overall behaviors of the explanations provided by TranSys.
Individual explanations. We apply TranSys over the Figure 10 : The correlation between ∑ e W v,e and link traffic. topology in Figure 7 and follow the implementations in §6.1.3. The top-5 mask values and their paths and links are presented in Table 3 . Usually, there are two possible reasons behind a routing agent selecting path a instead of path b: (i) Path a is shorter than path b. For example, for the path 1 in Table 3 , the connection of path 6→7→10→9 and link 6→7 has a high mask value of 0.791, indicating selecting 6→7 is a significant decision for that path. This is because there are three candidate paths that are less than 4 hops: p 1 1 : 6→7→10→9; p 1 2 : 6→4→3→8→9; and p 1 3 : 6→4→5→12→9, as shown in Figure 7 . The shortest path p 1 has the first hop of 6→4 while the other two have 6→7. Thus TranSys discovers that selecting the first hop is important in deciding the route from 6 to 9 and 6→7 is selected for a shorter path. For other paths in the subsequent decisions, since they are much longer than p 1 1 , they will be abandoned by RouteNet* in the early stage. Thus, once the first hop is decided, the following path is naturally decided.
(ii) Path a is less congested than path b. For example, for the path 3 in Table 3 , there are two paths with the same length: p 3 1 : 7→10→9→12; and p 3 2 : 7→10→11→12. Tran-Sys also correctly identifies the significant branch and finds that 10→9 is an important decision. Note that with the help of HGNN, the information of the following path (hyperedge) is embedded into each connected link (vertex) according to Equation 3 and 4. Thus the DL-based routing agent selects the p 2 2 for congestion avoidance and the significant branch (10→9 or 10→11) is identified by TranSys.
Overall behaviors. Besides the individual explanations over connections, we also analyze the overall behaviors of TranSys to demonstrate the interpretability and causality of TranSys. We sum up all mask values on each link (the vertex in the hypergraph) ∑ e W v,e , and measure their relationship with the traffic on each link. As shown in Figure 10 , the sum of mask values and link traffic have a Pearson's correlation coefficient of r = 0.81. Thus, the sum of mask values and link traffic are statistically significantly correlated, which indicates that the explanations provided by TranSys are reasonable. Note that TranSys can provide connectionlevel explanations as presented above, which is finer-grained than the information from link traffic.
Sensitivity and overhead. We present how different optimization goals in §5.3 react to the changes of hyperparameters λ 1 and λ 2 in Appendix D. Our results demonstrate that network operators could efficiently emphasize different parts 
Troubleshooting Pensieve
We show a use case to troubleshoot the sub-optimal decisions in Pensieve with TranSys. When converting ToP, we observe that some bitrates are rarely selected by Pensieve: For experiments in §6.2, among six bitrates from 300kbps to 4300kbps, two bitrates (1200kbps and 2850kbps) are rarely selected by Pensieve (<0.1%). Details are in Appendix E.1. The imbalance selection raises our interests since missing bitrates are intermediate bitrates: the highest or lowest bitrates may not be selected due to network conditions, but not intermediate ones. We further emulate Pensieve on a link with bandwidth fixed to 3000kbps, the optimal decision of which is constantly selecting 2850kbps 4 . Bitrate selections on the 3000kbps link at different time are presented in Figure 11 . Decisions of Pensieve oscillates between 1850kbps and 4300kbps, which is also mimicked by ToP faithfully but are 4 The bandwidth is a little higher than the bitrate of 2850kbps due to the difference between goodput and link bandwidth. The training mechanism of Pensieve possibly causes this problem. At each step, the agent tries to reinforce particular action that leads to a larger reward. In this case, when the agent discovers that four out of six actions can achieve a relatively good reward, it will keep reinforcing this discovery by continuous selecting those actions and finally abandon the other two actions. Making decisions with fewer actions brings higher confidence to the agent, but also makes the agent converge to a local optimum in this case.
Without TranSys, as the decision-making process inside DNNs is nontransparent to network operators, the only thing they can do is to spend several hours to days in retraining the model and encourage the exploration of deep RL. However, converting it into decision trees enable us to fix this problem by adjusting its internal structure manually. Since the dataset D to train the decision tree is highly imbalanced, as a straightforward solution, we oversample the missing bitrates to make sure their frequencies after resampling are around 1%. We normalize the QoE over the QoE of Pensieve and present the results in Figure 12 . The oversampled ToP (ToP-O) again outperforms DNNs with decision trees by around 1% on average and 4% at the 75 th percentile on HSDPA traces. Further improvement with elaborate designs (e.g., using imbalanced decision trees [6] to make decisions more balanced) are possible since the decision-making process is transparent to us, which is left for future work.
Lightweight Deployment
The second use case we want to demonstrate is how to use TranSys to make LCSes lightweight in practical deployment. Decision trees provided by TranSys are not only easy to explain but also lightweight to deploy. We demonstrate that directly deploying decision trees online in practical scenarios will (i) shorten the decision latency and also (ii) reduce resource consumption, which will bring further benefits. Figure 13 : The latency between flow servers send states to and receive actions from the RL server.
Decision Latency
Since the decision period of Pensieve is usually 2-4s and not a critical issue, we discuss the decision latency of AuTO here. AuTO designs different processing strategies for short flows and long flows. This is because its per-flow decisionmaking latency (lRLA) is close to 100ms, during which short flows in datacenters will run out. Converting the DNNs into decision trees enables us to make precise per-flow decisions for more flows since the decision latency is shortened. As shown in Figure 13 (a), when replacing DNNs with decision trees, the decision latency could be reduced by 26.8×. In this case, ToA will cover 39% of flows and 98% of bytes while the coverage of AuTO is 6% and 52% for DM traces [18] , as shown in Figure 13 (b). This further results in two benefits: Performance Benefits. Now we can perform per-flow scheduling with decision trees for not only long flows but also median flows. As a result, increasing the coverage of precise per-flow control will improve the overall performance. We implement a prototype of a high-coverage perflow control algorithm based on ToA. By replacing the DNN with the decision tree generated from TranSys, more median flows can receive the scheduling actions and thus follow the optimized per-flow scheduling strategies. We present the FCT results normalized by those of AuTO in Figure 14(a) . Although the decision tree has not experienced the scheduling of median flows during training, it can still improve the average performance by 1.5% and 4.4% for two traces. We can also observe significant performance improvement for those median flows (from the 50 th to the 90 th percentile) by up to 8.0%. This indicates that median flows enjoy the perflow precise scheduling benefits. The performance improvement of DM is more significant than WS since the coverage increased by applying decision trees of DM is larger than that of WS (cf. Figure 13(b) ).
Implementation Benefits. Another benefit of converting DNNs into decision trees is that they can be implemented on devices with limited programmability. The DNNs in AuTO are very difficult to be implemented with low-level languages such as P4 [16] since there are a lot of complicated operations (e.g., float number, sigmoid activation). In contrast, decision trees could be implemented with P4 by converting the branching logic into match-action tables. This enables the deployment of decision trees onto SmartNICs [59] and programmable switches [16] , which could offload the whole decision-making process to data plane and increase the coverage of per-flow scheduling to all flows. We preliminarily demonstrate the practicality by implementing the decision tree onto a Netronome NFP-4000 SmartNIC [59] with P4 5 . We deploy the ToA-lRLA decision tree and measure the decision-making latency. Evaluation results show that the decision-making latency is only 9.37µs on average. The latency might be further reduced with programmable switches. We leave the deployment of decision trees on programmable switches [16] and the comparison with other baselines for future work.
Resource Consumption
We then evaluate the resource consumption benefits of ToP.
As there are other functions in the player (e.g., initialization), we compare ABR algorithms with a fixed bitrate selection algorithm, which always selects the lowest bitrate. We evaluate the ABR algorithms on their initial page load time and runtime memory consumption: Page load time. If the HTML page size is too large, users have to wait for a long time before the video starts to play. As shown in Figure 14 Runtime memory consumption. We then measure the runtime memory and present the results in Figure 14(b) . Due to the complexity of forward propagation in the neural networks, Pensieve consumes much more memory than other ABR algorithms. In contrast, the additional memory introduced by ToP is reduced by 4.0× on average and 6.6× on the peak, which is at the same level as other heuristics. 5 Compared with programmable switches (e.g., Barefoot Tofino), Smart-NICs have more adequate resources and less hardware limitations. More implementation details could be found at https://github.com/ TranSys2020/TranSys/tree/master/case_2. 
Optimized Rerouting Estimation
We present a potential use case of TranSys on selecting candidate paths during rerouting. As shown in Figure 15(a) , when the original path p 0 from node a to node e needs rerouting, there are several candidates that might be suitable for the traffic demand from a to e (p 1 and p 2 ). Since network operators do not know the performance until rerouting is finished, deciding which path to reroute is challenging. This scenario is especially common in topologies such as fat trees where there are multiple equal-cost paths from one node to another. Our observation is that since the candidate paths divert at different nodes from the original path, we could estimate their performance by the mask value of the connection between the divert node and its next-hop link. For example, in Figure 15 (a), p 1 diverts from p 0 at node a while p 2 diverts from p 0 at node c. w 0 1 is the mask value of the connection between p 0 and link a → b. Since w 0 1 represents the significance of selecting a → b rather than other links, it is correlated to the possibility that there is also a relatively good path if a → b is not selected. A lower mask value of a connection means that the selection is not important in deciding the routing path. Thus we have:
OBSERVATION. If w 0 1 > w 0 2 , the latency of p 1 (denoted as l 1 ) is likely to larger than the latency of p 2 (denoted as l 2 ).
We verify the observation above with the NSFNet topology in Figure 7 . Since the optimal path may not be the shortest path, we consider a path as a candidate if it is 1 hop longer than the original path. For example, for path 0→2→5→12, 0→3→4→5→12 is considered as a candidate but 0→1→7→10→11→12 is not. We go through all pairs of demand in the NSFNet topology in Figure 7 and measure all the path latency for such candidate scenarios and the mask values at the diverting node. We repeat the experiments at all the 50 traffic samples provided by [64] .
As a case study, for each routing path p 0 generated by RouteNet*, we connect all tuples (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) that satisfy the conditions in Figure 15(a) , and measure their end-to-end latency (l 0 , l 1 , l 2 ). We also measure the mask values at the diverting nodes (w 0 1 and w 0 2 ) and plot the (w 0 1 − w 0 2 , l 1 − l 2 ). For simplicity, we present the results of all paths originat-ing from nodes 0,1,2,3 in Figure 15 (b) (750 points in total). Most points (72%) fall into quadrant I and III (shadowed gray) with another 19% points very close to quadrant I and III (shadowed green), which verifies our observation above. Thus, we provide an indicator for network operators to efficiently decide which path to reroute without estimating end-to-end path latency.
Discussion
We discuss the limitations and future directions of TranSys. We also discuss two open problems (fairness and dynamics) of deploying DL-based networked systems in Appendix F.
Explanation methods. TranSys employs two explanation methods in this paper: decision tree-based method for LCSes and hypergraph-based method for GCSes. However, we are not going to separate the DL-based networked systems into two disjoint sets strictly. Sometimes LCSes could also have graph-based information in their inputs. For example, in the OSPF routing, each node has the information of a spanning tree. When each node is enhanced with DNNs, we can also apply our graph-based explanation method. Thus, the explanation methods in TranSys should be freely selected by network operators according to the structure of inputs to their DL-based networked systems. We plan to investigate a detailed guideline to help network operators to appropriately select better explanation methods for their DL-based networked systems. A systematic approach may also need to be studied for automatic selection of explanation methods in TranSys for different DL-based networked systems.
Performance guarantees. Although TranSys achieves faithful explanations over many DL-based networked systems, TranSys can not theoretically guarantee the performance but only provide the explanations with best efforts. Since the internal structure of DNNs is too complicated to be understood by human experts, it is usually difficult for DL-based networked systems to provide a theoretical guarantee on their performance [3] . Adopting recent advances with the help of adversarial learning [37] would be a potential avenue to increasing the worst-case performance or even establishing a performance bound for DL-based networked systems, which is left as our future work. 9 Related Work (i) Practicality of DL-based networked systems. Some recent work focuses on the verification of DL-based networked systems [43] with advanced verification techniques [82] , which is orthogonal to our work and could be adopted together for a more practical system. There are also some position papers that discuss the interpretability of DL-based networked systems [26, 81] , which, however, remain preliminary on both problems and solutions. In contrast, TranSys provides a systematic solution to effectively explain diverse DL-based networked systems with high quality for practical deployment, taking advantage of decision tree and hypergraph. There are also research efforts on building the training platform for DL-based networked systems [52] . TranSys could be integrated with those platforms to achieve a practical system at the design phase, which is left for future.
(ii) Explainability in other communities. There are a number of research efforts that try to build explainable systems in different communities, including image analysis [13, 66, 80] , natural language processing [19, 62] , recommendation systems [17, 21] , and security [30, 34] . However, most of them are designed for Convolution Neural Network (CNN) or Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and are not suitable for HGNNs and decision processes in networked systems. An earlier work explains the discrete node classification results in GNNs with mutual information [78] , which is orthogonal to our method. In contrast, the two-part explanations of TranSys could explain diverse DL-based networked systems, including both simple LCSes and HGNN-based GCSes.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose TranSys, a new framework to explain DL-based networked systems. TranSys categorizes DL-based networked systems and provides respective solutions by modeling and analyzing the commonplaces of them. We apply TranSys over several typical DL-based networked systems. Evaluation results show that TranSys-based systems can explain the behaviors of DL-based networked systems with high quality. Further use cases demonstrate that network operators could adopt TranSys to efficiently troubleshoot DL-based networked systems, make DL-based networked systems more lightweight, provide suggestions during network operations for DL-based networked systems, and also bring many additional performance benefits. This work does not raise any ethical issues. reward r t and updates its state to s t+1 . Reward is used to indicate how good is the current decision. The goal is to learn a policy π to optimize accumulated future discounted reward E [∑ t γ t r t ] with the discounting factor γ ∈ (0, 1]. π θ (s, a) is the probability of taking action a at state s with policy π θ parameterized by θ , which is usually represented with DNNs to solve large-scale practical problems [57, 58] . An illustration of RL is presented in Figure 16 . See [71] for more details.
B Other Global Control Systems
We present several other application scenarios presented in Table 2 with our hypergraph-based modeling method.
B.1 Cluster Scheduling Model
In cluster scheduling scenarios (e.g., Spark [68] ), a job consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes are the execution stages of the job, as shown in Figure 4 (c). A node's task cannot be executed until the tasks from all its parents have finished. The scheduler needs to decide how to allocate limited resources to different jobs [54] . Since the jobs to schedule are naturally graphs, which is a special kind of hypergraph where the degree of hyperedge is two, the cluster scheduling scenario can be naturally integrated into the model provided by TranSys. Vertex features F V are the work of nodes and hyperedge features F E are the data transmission between nodes [54] .
B.2 Ultra-Dense Cellular Network
In the 5G mobile scenario, one mobile user is usually connected to multiple picocell base stations, which is known as ultra-dense network [42] . Network operators need to decide which base station to connect for each user based on users' traffic demand and base stations' transmission capacity. The scenario could be modeled as a hypergraph [79] , with the coverage of the picocell base stations as hyperedges, and mobile users as vertices.
An illustration of hypergraph mapping results is shown in Figure 17 . The coverage of each base station is shaded with different colors. Hyperedge features F E could be the capacity of each base station, etc. Vertex features F V could be the traffic demand of each mobile user. The traffic optimizer will then continuously select the best base station(s) to connect for each mobile user according to the users' locations.
B.3 NFV Consolidation and Placement
Network function virtualization (NFV) is widely adopted to replace dedicated hardware with virtualized network functions (VNFs). Due to the processing ability and data transmission, one VNF could be replicated to several instances on different servers [31] , and multiple VNFs could also be consolidated onto one server [65] . A key problem for network operators is to study where to place their VNF instances. Traditional methods include different heuristics and integer linear programming (ILP). Our observation is that the consolidation and placement problem in NFV could also be modeled with a hypergraph, with servers as hyperedges and VNF as vertices. Hyperedge e connects with vertex v indicates that VNF v has an instance placed onto server e. Hyperedge features F E could be the processing capacity of servers and vertex features F V could be the processing speed of different types of VNF.
C Properties of Local Control Systems
In this section, we present more details on the system-level evaluation of TranSys over LCSes. We compare the performance of TranSys against another two explanation methods in Appendix C.1. We also provide a sensitivity analysis over two hyperparameters in TranSys (number of leaf nodes) in Appendix C.2. We further measure the computation overhead of explaining LCSes with TranSys in Appendix C.3.
C.1 Faithfulness of Single Actions
We further want to know the reason for the performance maintenance of TranSys. We measure the accuracy and rootmean-square error (RMSE) of the decisions made by Tran-Sys compared to the original decisions made by DNNs. As baselines, we compare the faithfulness of TranSys over three DNNs (ToP, ToA-lRLA, ToA-sRLA) with two recent interpretation methods that could provide simpler models:
• LIME [61] predicts and explains with linear regression.
• LEMNA [34] employs mixture regression to predict local non-linearity. As both methods are designed for local predictions, to make a fair comparison, we run the baselines in the following way: at training, we first use k-means clustering [50] to cluster the samples into k groups. We then train LIME and LEMNA inside each group. When making a prediction for a new sample, we first find the nearest group to the new sample and apply the results of that group. We vary k from 1 to 50 and repeat the experiments for 100 times to eliminate the randomness during training. Results are shown in Figure 18 . ToP and ToA do not need to be clustered; thus, they are constant lines. From Figure 18 (a) and 18(c), ToP and ToA-lRLA respectively achieve high accuracy of 84.3% and 93.6% compared to original DNNs. As the underlying decision logics of stateof-the-art algorithms in flow scheduling [9, 11] are much simpler than those of video bitrate adaption (e.g., stochastic optimization [77] , Lyapunov optimization [69] ), the accuracy of ToA-lRLA is a little higher than that of ToP. The low decision errors in Figure 18 (b), 18(d) and 18(e) indicate that even for those decision tree decisions that are different from DNNs, the error made by TranSys is acceptable, which will not lead to drastic performance degradation. The accurate imitation of original DNNs with decision trees results in the negligible application-level performance loss in §6.2. Meanwhile, the accuracy and RMSE of TranSys are much better than those of LIME and LEMNA. Our design choice in §4.1 is thus verified: decision trees can provide richer expressiveness and are suitable for networked systems. The performance of LEMNA is unstable for two agents of ToA since the states of AuTO is highly centralized at several places from our experiments, which degrades the performance of expectation-maximization iterations in LEMNA [34] .
C.2 Sensitivity Analysis.
To test the robustness of TranSys against the number of leaf nodes, we vary the number of leaf nodes from 20 to 5000 and measure the accuracy and RMSE for the three agents evaluated in Appendix C.1 (ToP, ToA-sRLA, ToA-lRLA). Results are presented in Figure 19 . The accuracy and RMSE of ToP with the number of leaf nodes varying from 20 to 5000 are 
C.3 Computation Overhead
We further examine the computation overhead of TranSys in decision tree extraction. We measure the decision tree computation time of ToP, ToA-lRLA, and ToA-sRLA at different numbers of leaf nodes on our testbed. As the action space of ToP (6 actions) is much smaller than those of ToA-lRLA (108 actions) and ToA-sRLA (real values), the decision tree of ToP has completely been separated with ∼1000 leaf nodes. Thus we cannot generate decision trees for ToP with more leaf nodes without enlarging the training set. As shown in Figure 20 , even when we set the number of leaf nodes to 5000, the computation time is still less than one minute. Since decision tree extraction is executed offline after DNN training, the additional time is negligible compared to the training time of DNN models (e.g., at least 4 hours in Pensieve with 16 parallel agents [53] and 8 hours in AuTO [18] ). TranSys can convert the DNN into decision tree with negligible computation overhead.
D Sensitivity of TranSys over GCSes
We measure the sensitivity of two hyperparameters λ 1 and λ 2 when explaining the GCSes with TranSys as introduced in §5.3. We vary the two λ s from 0.125 to 4 and measure the affected term in Equation 6 . We measure the ||W || ||I|| (scale of W ) after training when varying λ 1 and keeping λ 2 unchanged in different experiments and present the results as the black line in Figure 22 . We also measure the H(W ) (entropy of W ) by varying λ 2 and keeping λ 1 unchanged and present the results in red in Figure 22 . From the results, we can see that different terms in the optimization goal all actively respond to the changes in respective hyperparameters.
E Troubleshooting Pensieve (Cont'd) E.1 Observations
When training ToP with the resampled dataset, we observe that Pensieve rarely selects particular bitrates. The frequencies of selected bitrates of the experiments in §6.2 are presented in Figure 21 (a) and 21(b). On the one hand, ToP generates almost the same results with Pensieve, which further convince the faithfulness of ToP. On the other hand, 1200kbps and 2850kbps are rarely selected by Pensieve, which raises our interests since they are intermediate bitrates. The highest or lowest bitrates may not be selected due to network conditions, but similar reasons do not explain the current observation.
To further explore the reasons, we evaluate Pensieve with the following experiments: We emulate Pensieve on a set of links with fixed bandwidth ranging from 300kbps to 4500kbps and collect the decisions. As the sample video used by [53] is too short to illustrate, we replace the test video with a video of 1000 seconds (251 chunks) and keep all other configurations the same with the original experiment. As shown in Figure 21 (c), 1200kbps and 2850kbps are still not preferred by Pensieve. For example, when the link bandwidth is set around 3000kbps, the optimal decision is constantly selecting 2850kbps, just like 1850kbps is mostly preferred when the bitrate is fixed to around 2000kbps. The bandwidth is a little higher than the bitrate of 2850kbps due to the difference between goodput and link bandwidth. However, in this case, only 0.4% of selections made by Pensieve are 2850kbps, while the remaining decisions are divided between 1850kbps and 4300kbps.
E.2 Reasons Deep Dive
We also provide more details on the experiments of two links with bandwidth fixed to 3000kbps and 1300kbps in §7.1. 3000kbps Link. Except for the experiments in §7.1, we also investigate the runtime buffer occupancy over the 3000kbps link. As shown in Figure 23 , the buffer occupancy of Pensieve fluctuates: buffer increases when 1850kbps is selected and decreases when 4300kbps is selected, which is also faithfully mimicked by ToP. The oscillation leads to heavy smoothness penalty. Meanwhile, the buffer occupancy can also explain the poor performance of rMPC in Figure 11 : rMPC converges at the beginning thus there is no enough buffer against the fluctuation of chunk size since the size of each video chunk is not exactly the same. Thus heavy rebuffer penalty is imposed on rMPC. The buffer of BB and RB decreases slightly during the total 1000 seconds experiment as the goodput is not exactly 2850kbps (the average bitrate of sample video).
As the raw outputs of the DNNs in Pensieve are the normalized probabilities of selecting each action, we further investigate the internal probabilities of Pensieve on the 3000kbps link and present the results in Figure 24 . Higher probability approaching 1 indicates higher confidence in the decision. We can see that Pensieve does not have enough confidence in the decision it made, which indicates that Pensieve might not experience similar conditions in training; thus, it does not know how to make a decision. 1300kbps Link. We also provide the details about the experiments in Figure 21 (c) on a 1300kbps link. Results are shown in Figure 25 and Table 4 . The results are similar to the 3000kbps experiment, except that the performance of RB is worse since it converges faster.
F Open Problems
We articulate two critical but still open problems that also prevent learning-based networked systems from practical deployment in real-world scenarios. We call for the efforts from the community to work together towards practical DLbased networked systems. Dynamic networked systems. Networked systems usually require frequent updates during runtime (e.g., flow table updates in switches). However, since decisions of DNNs are made based on numerous neurons, DL-based systems are known to have difficulty in dynamic adjustments [47] . For example, if we implement the DL-based flow scheduling systems [ §7.2] into switches, it's challenging to dynamically adjust the decision boundary of DNN-based scheduling policies like heuristic methods. The transparency enabled by TranSys might somewhat clarify the decision boundary, which, however, still needs human efforts when the number of nodes increases. Employing recent advances in timechanging decision trees [14, 51] at the inference stage could be a potential avenue.
System fairness. The fairness of networked systems has been widely discussed in networked systems, such as cluster job scheduling [32] and congestion control [10] . Network operators should avoid providing unfair services to different users. However, some clues indicate that DNNs are likely to trade a little fairness for a more efficient overall performance [35] . Moreover, since the policies are nontransparent to network operators, it is unknown whether the adoption of DL-based networked systems will impair the fairness among users. Converting DNN-based policies to decision trees might address the fairness problem to some extent by transparentizing the networked systems. Further research with advanced methods (e.g., fair decision trees [6] ) is still required to ensure fairness of DL-based networked systems.
